Introduction
Despite its similarity to GaAs and GaP, two technologically important materials, relatively little is known regarding AISb, especially with regard to its dopants. The study of impurities in AlSb, an indirect gap III-V semiconductor, has been hindered by two major factors. F i i of all, the quality and purity of available AlSb materid is in general xather poor. Most AlSb is grown by the Cmhri~I~ki method, when carbon contamination from the crucible has so far prevented very pure crystals from being produced. Secondly, AlSb is extremely hygroscopic. Crystals of AlSb left out in the open disintegrate into powder in a matter of weeks. Thus, surface preparation of this material for optical experiments is not as stnightforward as with other materials. Lastly, it has been suggested that the conduction band minimum of AlSb, found in the <loo> direction, has serious deviations from the model of the simple parabolic minimum which has worked so well in the cases of Si and Gelz. Arising from the lack of inversion symmetry within the crystal, the band minimum instead has a "mel's back" structure, for which one is unable to define a particular longitudinal effective mass for conduction electrons. As was the case of GaP, evidence for this deviation has been found in the absorption spectra of donors in AISb, in this case Se and Te, which could not be fit to Faulkner's model for donors in the elemental semiconductors? Using a simple variational qdcuhtion and a nonparabolic dispersion relation however, it has been claimed that the spacings af the donor absorption lines can be predicted quite well'. No detailed analysis of the donor states has yet been published.
I 2 Experimental Techniques
The use of hydrostatic pressure as a variable in the study of semiconductors has b n a well-known technique for over ten years'. Now, we have applied this technique to the study of Se donors in AISb. The samples used in our experiment were small pieces of Sedoped AISb, cut from single-crystal ingots grown at Bell and Howell in the 1960's. At room temperature, the net carrier concentration of the samples was about 10l6 cm". After lapping the material to a thickness of 50 p m and using methanol and very fine grit to polish the surfaces to a mirror-like finish, an ultrasonic grinder was used to cut out disks about 300 pm in diameter. The samples were then lmded into a modified Memll-Basset diamond anvil cell @AC)6 along with a few grains of ruby. Liquid nitrogen, which has been shown to give hydrostatic environments up to 130 kbar was used as a pressure medium'. The wavelength shift of one of the ruby fluorescence lines was used to measure the pressure in the cell at mom temperature for purposes of changing the pressure. To determine the pressure in the cell at low temperatures, however, the frequency of a vibrational mode of residual CO, dissolved in the liquid nitrogen was used*.
Measurements of the absorption spectra 'were performed at liquid helium temperatures using a Ge:Cu photoconductor. h t e d inside an integrating optical cavity, the detector was mounted directly behind the cell and a light concentration cone was placed in front of the DAC to focus as much light as possible though the diamonds and onto the detector. The entire setup was placed inside a Janis Super VP cryostat and infrared transmission measurements were performed using a Digilab FE-80 Fourier-Transform spectrometefl. Using a KBr beamsplitter, measurements could be performed in the energy range from 450 cm" up to 4000 cm".
Since the signals we expect from impurity spectroscopy through a DAC are small, a good reference spectrum was needed to produce an absorption spectrum which was as ftee from instrumental and bulk material features as possible. The existence of DX centers in AlSb made this possible. Although DX centers w e e first discovered in GaAs and have been more extensively studied in that rnate~iaI~-'~, they are also found in AISb, where at atmospheric pressure the DX center is the most stable form of Se and Te impurities". One of the most striking characteristics of DX centers, and the property which we exploited, is the persistent photoionization they show at low temperatures. If the DX centers in a crystal are exposed to photons of sufficient energy, they can be transformed back into the normal shallow donor configuration. At low temperatures (< -100 K), a thermal barrier prevents their return to the DX state. Since DX centers are deep states which are spectroscopically inactive in the energy range with which we are concerned, we were able to use each sample as its own reference. For each absorption spectrum shown, the sample was cooled under pressure in the dark, allowing the impurities to assume their DX form, and a reference spectrum was taken. The light incident on the sample during this process did not possess enough energy to perturb the DX centers. Light of much higher energy was then shined on the sample using an AlGaAs diode, converting the impurities from their DX form into their shallow donor configuration, and a second spectrum was taken. Taking the logarithm of the ratio of the post-and pre-light spectra produced the absoxption curves. structure of the conduction band minimum. In contrast to the case of the pmbotic band minimum where there ae an infinite number of bound excited states, in the camel's back case it has been shown that there may be as few as one bound excited state of the donor electron. The higher excited states are auto-ionized and lie within the conduction band, where they may or may not be seen in the continuum. In the spectrum shown for AlSb, the positions of the two transitions seen indicate that these bound excited states are dmdy very close to the ionization energy of the Se donor, as shown by the position of the continuum absorption. Upon the application of pressure, these absorptions decrease in energy at different rates. As can be seen in Figure lB , at 7 kbar pressure, the continuum has moved faster than the higher energy transition line, which has almost completely c 800 1000 1200
Wave nu rn be r (cm-' ) At still higher pressures, we see the emergence of a completely new pe.ak which was absent at lower pressures ( Figure 2 ). This new peak can be seen faintly at 29 kbar. It then grows in size with higher pressures until it is as large as the original 1s to 2p, peak and becomes only a single peak. Finally, around 59 kbar, the continuum absorption catches up to and completely swallows this new peak.
If we plot the peak positions as a function of pressure, we produce the graph shown in Figure 3 . As is evident from the plot, the transition lines have a quadratic dependence on the pressure. The and involves the 1s to 2% transition and the peak which starts to appears at 30 kbar. As the pressure increases, the two peaks approach each other until 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 they are about 40 wavenumbers apart at roughly 40 kbx. Unfortunately, the Is to 2p, absorption line begins to broaden severely at 30 kbar, becoming lost in the continuum above 40 kbar.
Interpretation
One possible model which could explain this behavior involves an anti-crossing between the two absorptions. In Figure 4 , we plot the experimental data of interest and more electronic transition-like.
Because the electronic transition is not present in the reference sample,
we are now able to see this and electronic transition energies.
absorption. In contrast, the upper branch, which is originally an electronic transition, starts out strong, but is then considerably broadened by its interaction with the 2 phonon mode and becomes more phonon-like. Above 40 kbar, it becomes extremely difficuIt to see this line due to its broadness and the large absorption due to the continuum. The interaction between the two absorptions is most likely due to the macroscopic electric field of the LO phonons. Again, we stress that this is only one possible explanation. More work will be required to either verify or disprove this model.
In conclusion, we have studied the absorption spectrum of Se impurities in AlSb as a function of pressure, identifying two peaks in the spectra as due to transitions from the ground state to ls(T,) and 2p, bound excited states. In addition to finding the spectrum to be similar to that of other donors in 111-V indirect gap semiconductors, we also see that the band minimum warps as a function of pressure, The fines represent unperturbed Iwo-phonon changing the effective mass and thus the line spacings. To explain the a p m c e of a third peak at 30 kbar, we propose a model in which there is an anti-crossing of the two-phonon absorption and the 1s to 2p, electronic transition. The phonon absorption gradually increases in strength, becoming more electronic transition-like while the electronic transition line becomes more phonon-like, broadening out before disappearing into the continuum. The reason why the two phonon absorption interacts with the 2p, transition, but not the' Is(T,) transition line will require further study.
